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NyquiTotem Plant ABSORPTION

MATERIALS REVERBERATION TIME

NyquiTotem Plant are made entirely of sound absorbing 
materials. They consist of a solid MDF base covered with 
felt and f illed with rock wool with a high sound absorption 
coeff icient. Furthermore, there is an additional absorbent 
layer in the middle of the core - all materials were not used 
in production and no piece of material is wasted.12

For  12 m2 area

PRODUCT PROPERTIES

yes

large selection

A

POT INSERTION

COLOURS

ABSORPTION CLASS

ACTIVITY

ASSEMBLY

ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT

f ree standing panel

yes

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ≥ 1

broadband

FINISH acoustic felt

Frequency [Hz]
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NyquiTotem Plant ABSORPTION

The key in designing acoustics is the ability to f it them 
into the interior space in a way that is both effective and 
discreet. Acoustic pots are the ideal solution here.

Original, available in many sizes and colors, they are perfect 
for interiors where unique design and good acoustics are 
important. Elegant and sleek, they effectively bring the 
room to life. With their shape, they visually enlarge the 
space and seemingly increase the volume of the plants. 
Environmentally f riendly - almost half of the materials used 
are recycled!

Using dense sound absorbing material, they effectively 
absorb sound over a wide range, making them ideal for 
off ices, lounges and conference rooms
 

They effectively reduce echo while improving speech 
intelligibility. Already two pots, placed in the right places, 
signif icantly increase the comfort of staying indoors.

 Available in a wide range of sizes, colours and conf igurations.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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TABLE OF PRODUCTS

L 395 x 1560 295

396 x 1060 295

505 x 564 405

M

S+

A x B Pot diameter

Sizes given in mm

How can you place an order?

SELECT: Size, color, basic color RAL, quantity e.g: M, Blue 

felt 109, basic colour 7037, 4 items

Finish:

FELT COLOUR: according to sampler

BASIC COLOUR: RAL

NyquiTotem Plant ABSORPTION
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Acoustic felt

Higher density
compressed mineral wool

Accoustic foam granulate


